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1. You must Jettison the Generic

The narrower your focus the stronger your success will 
be. You simply cannot be all things to all people and 
win. Find your niche and promote it like crazy.

Look at your taglines and marketing text. If it can fit 
anyone, toss it and start over.

Don’t just market what you have, but what will close 
the sale. You must separate your primary lure from 
your complementary or secondary activities.

Lure: What sets you apart from everyone else.

Complementary activities: Things we can do closer 
to home but will do while in your community. They 
include shopping, dining, entertainment, historical 
attractions, walking tours, etc.

Amenities: Local parks, parking, visitor info, lodging, 
dining, shopping, medical, etc.

Ambiance: Historic downtowns, beautification, 
landscaping, street trees, benches, etc.

Introduction to Branding

Branding is the art of setting yourself apart from ev-
eryone else, and making you the destination of choice 
for investment, business opportunities, and as the 
place to live and visit.

The entire idea behind branding is to import more 
cash into the community than you export when local-
ly earned money is spent elsewhere.

All of the rules in this handout apply to business as 
well as to the community.

The Four Ingredients of Change

1.  We are slowly climbing out of the private-sector 
recession, but we are just entering the public-sec-
tor recession. As the federal government and just 
about every state or province struggles to balance 
budgets, cities, towns, and counties must now act 
and think like a business, finding ways to import 
fresh cash into the community - your tax base.

2.  Just about every community in North Ameri-
ca was founded on a natural resource: timber, 
fishing, mining, agriculture or were founded on 
transportation: close to major freeways, railways, 
or waterways. Manufacturing uses the combina-
tion of both natural resources and transportation. 
But now that we’re in a global economy, core 
industries are dying as are the cities and towns 
that supported those industries. In a nutshell, 
communities are now looking for their “second 
act.” Everyone wants a piece of the tourism or 
economic development pie.

 Sad fact: there are more ghost towns in the 
making today than ever before in North American 
history.

 Every year hundreds of communities are working 
to diversify their economies.

3.  The Internet has changed everything. 90% of the 
population now has immediate access to the web, 
and of that group 94% use it to determine where 
they will live, work or play. Yet 70% of web users are 
frustrated because you’re marketing communities 
and geographic locations, and they are looking for 
experiences - job opportunities, best restaurants, 
things to see and do that cater to them. Your location 
is second.

 If you want new business, residents or visitors, it 
starts in front of a computer screen.

 The web should be your number one marketing pri-
ority. BUT it MUST be good enough to close the sale. 
Period.

4.  We are exposed to 5,000 marketing messages a day. 
We are drowning in advertising overload. 

 Billions of dollars are spent marketing communities 
every year and 97% of that is ineffective. That’s right: 
97%. This includes chambers of commerce, destina-
tion marketing organizations, economic develop-
ment agencies, cities, downtowns, counties, districts, 
regions, states and provinces.

 We simply block out anything that doesn’t appeal to 
us directly. So ask yourself this one question: What 
do we have that the people we are hoping to attract 
can’t get or do closer to home? Whatever it is, you 
need to hang your hat on that. We have the world at 
our fingertips in seconds. What sets you apart from 
everyone else?

 Communities, like businesses, have been forced 
to specialize yet most are stuck in the member-
ship-mentality of being all things to all people. Have 
you ever gone anywhere because they have “some-
thing for everyone”?

Welcome to the era of the brand.
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2. Logos and slogans are not brands

They are just marketing messages used to support 
and reinforce your brand. Its an exclamation point on 
your key marketing message. 

The rules of slogans or tag lines:
- No more than seven words (three is best)
- It must be specific. If you have to explain it, toss it.
- It should convey a feeling or bring a picture to mind.
- It needs to be obvious what you’re about.
- It must be unique in your market

Brand identities, or logos, make up 2% of a brand yet 
get 98% of the political attention locally. Have you 
ever gone anywhere because they had a great logo?

A word about logos:
- One simple graphic
- Easily recognizable
- Unique to the community
- Rarely do good logos contain a physical item (Think 
Nike, Toyota, Chevrolet, Reebok, Coca-Cola, Apple...)
- They need to convey a feeling

3. A brand is a perception

What people think of you when your name is 
mentioned. How perceptions create a brand:

- Visual cues as we pass through the community
- The people and local attitudes
- Word of mouth
- Publicity, the news, social media

This is why you build a brand using public relations. 
Advertising is used to maintain your ownership 
position. The goal is to “own” your brand in your 
market. Nashville “owns” the country-music brand. 
Napa Valley “owns” the wine brand.

Sometimes communities need a “repositioning” or 
“rebranding” effort. A brand is also a promise - that you 
will deliver on that perception when we arrive.

Check out Asheville, North Caroline, one of the best 
branded communities in the U.S. They do a good 
job conveying the feeling of a hip arts and “foodie” 
community and the “feeling” portrayed supports that.

Icon: The photo opportunity that shows I was really 
there.

And avoid marketing lists. Have you ever gone 
anywhere because they had a great list of things to see 
and do?

Words and phrases to avoid:

- Explore  - Discover
- Outdoor recreation - Unlike anywhere else
- So much to see and do - The four season destination
- Historic downtown - Center of it all
- Best kept secret  - We have it all
- Experience...  - Visit (name of town)
- Beauty and heritage - Naturally fun
- Gateway  - Close to it all
- Your playground - So much history
- Purely natural  - The place for all ages
- ...and so much more! - Home away from home
- A slice of heaven - It’s all right here!
- Recreation unlimited - The perfect getaway
- The place for families - Start your vacation here
- Recreational paradise - Take a look!
- Unique

You MUST Jettison the Generic! Always promote 
your truly unique selling proposition. And remember 
that primary lures cannot succeed without the 
complementary activities.

FACT: The number one complementary activity 
of visitors, in the world, is shopping, dining and 
entertainment in a pedestrian-friendly intimate setting 
- your downtown. This is where 80% of all non-lodging 
visitor spending takes place. Why do you think Disney 
built Downtown Disney just outside each of its parks? To 
capture than 80%.
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4. Your name must be synonymous with 
your brand

Country music capital   - Nashville
Gambling/Adult fun  - Las Vegas
Kids & Family   - Anaheim, Orlando
Music theater   - Branson, MO
Graceland/Elvis   - Memphis
Winery capital   - Napa Valley, CA
Frozen tundra   - Green Bay, WI

Hershey, PA   - Chocolate
Gettysburg, PA   - Civil War
Lancaster, PA   - Amish
Washington, DC/Ottawa  - Government
Hollywood   - Movies and stars
Detroit    - Cars
Silicon valley   - High tech
Stratford, ON/Ashland, OR  - Shakespeare

Your town?   -??????

5. Successful brands are built on product

You must champion the cause for product 
development. Product sells itself. All successful brands 
are built on product, not just marketing.

Round Rock, Texas: The Sports Capital of Texas. The 
product: A 500-acre sports park, baseball team, 
sports-oriented community.

Jefferson, Texas: The Antique Capital. This town of 
2,500 residents has an antique dealer for every 20 
residents in the town! (125 antique dealers). Because 
so many people drive four hours from the Dallas area 
to visit Jefferson it’s now become the official B&B 
capital of the state.

Jackson, Wyoming: The home of Western Living. This 
town of 12,000 residents boast 110 galleries and 
western living shops in its downtown. And the town 
hosts nearly four million visitors a year.

Product development never ends. You can never rest 
on your laurels. Avoid hiring any branding company 
that doesn’t concentrate on product development.

6. You NEVER use focus groups

You heard that right: You NEVER use focus groups to 
build a brand. If it has to be explained toss it. The focus 
group mentality results in generic mediocre brands 
that are rarely successful.

You CANNOT do branding by public consent. 
You build your brand on feasibility, not just local 
sentiment.

A brand is “earned” - good or bad. After all, its a 
perception - what people think of you.

The Seven Phases of a Public Project

1. Enthusiasm
2. Planning
3. Disillusionment
4. Fear & Panic
5. Search for the guilty
6. Punishment of the innocent
7. Praise and honors for the non-participants
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7. You never “roll out” a brand

You never roll out a brand until you can deliver on the 
promise. It is earned, over time (good or bad).

Sometimes you have to create a “Bridge Brand” that 
will cover the gap of where you are today and where 
you hope to end up - your brand direction.

Remember that brands are what people think of you. 
Changing that perception can take time - sometimes 
years. And those perceptions change based on 
product and local attitudes. Brands always start within 
the community and then spread outwards.
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When it comes to logo gear – or ANY use of the brand and its identity, make sure it supports and reinforces the feeling 

it represents. For instance, we’d discourage the printing of t-shirts and make it a bit more upscale. This is not a “loud” 

branding effort and every use should support the true meaning of the word sanctuary.8. Recommendation: PUBLIC MARKET EXPERTISEWho takes the lead: Product Development TeamApproximate cost: $10,000
Possible funding idea: CDBG planning grant fundsRationale and/or details:

Contact Aaron Pohl-Zaretsky, the premier public market expert in the country. He ran the famous Pike Place Market 

(14 million visitors a year) in Seattle for nearly ten years and currently lives in Asheville, North Carolina. His contact 

information is as follows:
a. Website: www.publicmarketdevelopment.comb. Phone: (828) 645-9291

Have him come to Alpena for a couple of days to see the current market site, talk to the market folks, the city, and BLT, and 

talk to him about next steps, development of a business plan, programming, etc. I’m sure he’d do this for a reasonable fee, 

and it’s a great starting point.
If funding were available for a complete plan (probably in the $80,000 range) then issue a request for qualifications and 

ultimately contract with a firm (or person) who can develop the Alpena Public Market Action Plan.

If funding is not available, contract with Aaron and learn as much as you can from him. He’s a wealth of information and 

will provide you with a tremendous amount of information including:
- Cost of developing the market- Funding options for its development- Who would operate it (and/or own it)- Programming (what would be there throughout the year)

- Seasonality, operating hours and days, etc.
9. Recommendation: DO A PROPERTY SWAP FOR THE PLAZAWho takes the lead: City of Alpena

Approximate cost: None
Possible funding idea: None requiredRationale and/or details:

There is a piece of land that is privately owned between the city-owned parking lot and the buildings where the shoe/

clothing store and the fitness center are located. We recommend that this parcel be traded for the same sized parcel along 

North 3rd Street and Park Place. This would give the property owner street frontage and a very desirable corner for future 

development next to the plaza – Alpena’s central gathering and event location.
If possible consider purchasing the property or enter into a partnership – perhaps the development of a parking structure 

along North 3rd.
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This is my sanctuary.
The historic port city of Alpena, located on the sunrise shore of Michigan: Only a few hours 

drive, but miles away from the weight of the world. Nestled between a vast forest and an 

endless clear blue bay, where the wonders of nature are as welcoming as the local hospitality.

We can explore more than 200 shipwrecks in the largest fresh water sanctuary anywhere.  

Count the stairs to the top of a lighthouse or the masts that jet into the harbor sky at moonrise.

Let’s take a trip to the friendly picturesque city of Alpena. A haven from the world and your 

perfect sanctuary. Only in Pure Michigan.

www.AlpenaSanctuary.com

1. A sacred place. 2. A place of refuge from stress, 

pressure and anxiety 3. A community known for 

its wellness, health and fitness. 4. a rejuvenating 

experience. 5. Alpena, Michigan.

Ad Design Concept

Branding, Development &  

Marketing Action Plan

 

Recommendations List

August 2012

9. Branding is a team sport!

The biggest, most powerful effect of branding is 
getting everyone on the same page pulling in the 
same direction. Once again, it takes a village to win. 
You’ll be far more powerful as a single unified voice 
than as a bunch of independent singular voices.

Have everyone on your team memorize this exercise, 
repeating after you. Say it at every meeting:

“I promise to promote only what’s truly unique”
“I promise to be different”
“I promise not to repeat what other people say!”

8. Great brands always start with a plan

Branding (what it is you want to be known for)
Development (the needs to be done so you “own” it)
& Marketing (how to tell the world)
Action Plan (the to do list)

No more strategic plans! An Action Plan includes:

- Each recommendation in chronological order of 
   when it will be implemented
- A description of the recommendation
- Who would be charged with its implementation (it 
   takes a village to win)
- The cost of implementation
- Where the money would come from
- When it would be started and completed
- The rationale for making the recommendation

The best plans are less than 100 pages in length. You 
want a plan that will NOT end up on a shelf gathering 
dust. The days of Strategic Plans are over.
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10. Don’t let politics kill your branding 
efforts

There are only three killers of any branding project. 
There is never a fourth. Ever.

1. Local politics - and this is worse with membership 
organizations than with elected officials.

2. Lack of champions - those who are willing to take 
some hits for narrowing the focus and who will push 
the brand forward.

3. Lack of money (both public and private) - the best 
brands are built on private investment, not public:

- Napa Valley  - Hollywood
- Anaheim, Orlando - Hershey, PA
- Nashville  - Lancaster, PA
- Silicon Valley

The bottom line: If you have the right champions on 
board, they will get past the politics and will find the 
money to make something happen.

Umbrella brands

Multi-community organizations often need to create 
an “umbrella brand” that encompasses it various 
communities, each with their own unique brand.

Think of Chevrolet. Its umbrella brand is “Buy 
American.” Its slogans are “Heartbeat of America” and 
“An American Revolution.” But they don’t run ads that 
say “buy a Chevy.”

They market the Malibu to families looking for a mid-
priced sedan. They market the Corvette to, primarily, 
baby boomer guys. The Aveo caters to those in their 
early 20s looking for a high-mileage inexpensive 
car. The Suburban is marketed to people looking for 
a large SUV. And then each add is tagged with the 
umbrella brand “An American Revolution.”

BUT you umbrella brand still must differentiate the 
county or region from all others in the marketplace. 
It’s not so easy. In fact, if this process was easy 
everyone would be doing it!

Branding is not a top-down exercise

“A by-product of brands ‘for the people’ is the 
committee that compromises and kills a potential 
brand home run.

This is why you never see statues of committees in 
public parks. You see brave leaders.”

Cities, towns, counties, states & provinces can help 
fund & facilitate the process, but shouldn’t lead 
the effort. The business community should always 
champion and pioneer the effort.

We surveyed 400 successfully branded cities and 
towns and only three were top-down efforts. 
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About Roger Brooks
As CEO of Roger Brooks International, Roger’s expertise 
comes from having assisted nearly a thousand 
communities in their efforts to become better places to 
live, invest, establish a business, or visit.

The information is not just entertaining – it is clear, 
concise and it sticks. Known for telling engaging stories, 
Roger uses real-life examples shown in photos and video 
clips, some of them hilarious, all of them poignant. His 
bottom-line rules, tips, and ingredients leave attendees 
with rock solid action items they can implement today to 
make a difference tomorrow.

Roger Brooks International
For over 30 years, the award-winning Roger Brooks International team has had a 
singular mission – to improve people’s lives by helping their communities become 
healthier, more attractive, and more economically vibrant. We believe that every 
community has the potential to become a thriving, desirable place for residents, 
businesses, and visitors.

Working primarily in the public sector with cities, counties, states, CVBs, destination 
marketing organizations, and provinces, RBI is renowned for its bottom-line, “make-
something-happen” approach. This results in tremendously successful planning and 
implementation efforts.

Contact Us 
Roger Brooks International 
981 Powell Ave. SW, Suite 125 
Renton, WA 98057 
206-241-4770
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Presented by Roger Brooks

The Power of Public Plazas
The 13 Ingredients to a Perfect Plaza told through a dozen case histories.

Roger Brooks Library

Introducing a new online program with access to a 
wealth of information available 24 hours a day. For a 
monthly fee of $45 you will have instant access to the 
entire Roger Brooks video library (a few examples are 
shown here) plus PDF guides on a variety of branding, 
product development and marketing subjects. Learn 
more at www.RogerBrooksLibrary.com

Community Marketing  
on a Minuscule Budget
Learn the seven marketing 
ideas you can implement 
today, for practically no 
money, that will dramatically 
increase local spending.

HD Video | 70 minutes

The Art of Branding a Community Part 1 & 2

The 20 Ingredients of an 
Outstanding Downtown
We surveyed 400 popular 
downtowns and downtown 
districts and found the 20 most 
common ingredients that led 
to their success. Learn how 
these ingredients can help your 
downtown achieve success too!

HD Video | 108 minutes

The Seven Deadly Sins of 
Destination Marketing
A full 97% of destination marketing 
is wasted. Learn the 7 deadly 
sins, how to avoid them, and how 
to make sure that 100% of your 
marketing is effective.

HD Video | 72 minutes 

Part 1: In this eye-opening, must-see presentation by 
Roger Brooks, you’ll learn the ten things you need to  
do to successfully brand your community. 

Part 2: In this fascinating presentation using Alpena, 
Michigan as a case history, you’ll learn HOW to 
successfully develop your own brand using the 13-step 
process that took nearly 30 years to develop and perfect. 
Best of all: This process has a 100% success rate.

HD Video | Part I: 63 min.  Part II: 60 min.

Presented by Roger Brooks

Community Marketing
on a MINUSCULE
BUDGET

Part 2:  The Step-By-Step Guide
Featuring the case history of Alpena, Michigan

Presented by Roger Brooks

Part 1:  Ten Things You Need to Know

The 20 Ingredients of an 
Outstanding Downtown

PART 1:  PROPERTY OWNERS
PART 2:  THE PUBLIC SECTOR
PART 3:  MERCHANTS

Presented by Roger Brooks

The Incredible
Presented by Roger Brooks

The Art of Developing 
a Wayfinding System


